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Jan/Feb Digital Imaging Technology
by Richard Boss
An overview of image-delivery technology, plus an update about which
image formats are growing in prominence and universality and which formats
are on the wane.

Mar/Apr Alternatives to Filters
by Nancy Kalikow Maxwell
What are the choices that librarians must make? What products are out
there, who is making these products, and how do they work? What is in
development? What works within your library’s parameters?

May/Jun Network Checklist for Library Intranets and Internet
by David Barber
What a library needs, in terms of hardware, in order to have the latest
network capabilities, plus a discussion of other logistical electronic software
and hardware covering products like lockdown software on public terminals.

Jul/Aug Accessibility Guidelines for Electronic Resources
by Barbara Mates
Guides for making Web sites and electronic interfaces compliant with current
needs and ADA standards plus an overview of voice recognition software
and the state of development in natural language technologies.

Sep/Oct Assembling and Managing Virtual Libraries
by Barbara D’Angelo
At least four states support virtual library systems in some form. A case
study of virtual library systems, and a look at the real technical aspects of
establishing a virtual library.

Nov/Dec Library Ergonomics and Facilities Planning
by Richard Boss
In light of many recent lawsuits, how to plan your library, from workstation
height and size to different types of lighting needed in different areas (e.g.,
lighting needs in the stacks differ from those in the computer lab).

Would your library prefer to access Library Technology Reports Online?
Visit www.techsource.ala.org to learn more about the digital subscription alternative!